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Abstract 
Honkala, J , 0n algebraic generalized zeta functions of formal power series, Theoretical Computer 
Science 79 (1991) 263-273. 
We study algebraic generalized zeta functions of formal power series. We show that the generalized 
zeta function of a rational series is an algebraic function if and only if it is a root of a rational 
function. We show that it is decidable whether or not the generalized zeta function of a Q-rational 
series is an algebraic function. 
1. Introduction 
The zeta functions and generalized zeta functions of formal languages and power 
series were defined by Berstel and Reutenauer [2]. Zeta functions have a wide range 
of applications from language theory and symbolic dynamics to algebraic geometry. 
Indeed, one of the reasons for studying zeta functions of formal languages is to try 
to find a new proof to the celebrated theorem of Dwork [3], stating that the zeta 
function of an algebraic variety over a finite field is rational. 
The main result of Berstel and Reutenauer [2] is that the (generalized) zeta 
function of t cyclic regular language is a rational function and can be computed 
effectively. By definition, a language is cyclic if it is closed under conjugation and 
if either both or neither of any two words having a nontrivial power in common 
belong to the language. As a consequence of this result, Berstel and Reutenauer 
show that the zeta runction of a sofic system in symbolic dynamics is rational. Berstel 
and Reutenauer point out that in general the zeta function of a regular language is 
neither rational nor algebraic. e show that the same holds true for cyclic langua 
Therefore, the study of nonrational zeta functions is well motivated. In this paper 
we study algebraic generalized zeta functions of formal power series i;l noncommut- 
ing variables having their coefficients in a subring of the field 
by Berstel and Reutenauer the wer series approach 
ultaneously zeta Cu g_ eralize 
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A class of algebraic functions which turns out to be of special interest is the one 
consisting of the roots of rational functions. For brevity, we call such a function 
semirational. After establishing a few basic results about semirationality we show 
that the generalized zeta function of a rational series is an algebraic function if and 
only if it is semirational. On the other hand,, the generalized zeta function of a series 
r is semirational if and only if there is an integral multiple of r which has a rational 
generalized zeta function. Consequently, if the generalized zeta function of a rational 
series r is an algebraic function, we obtain almost as much information about r as 
in the case of a rational generalized zeta function. 
In the last section of the paper we use a deep decision method due to Kuich and 
Salomaa to show that the semirationality of a Q-algebraic series is a decidable 
property. As a consequence, it can be decided whether or not the generalized zeta 
function of a Q-rational series is an algebraic function. A semirational generalized 
zeta function can be computed effectively. 
Some of our results are generalizations of eatiier results in [5]. 
efinitions and examples 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions concerning formal 
power series in noncommuting variables (see [ 1, 8,9]). Mainly to fix our notatio 
we need to specify the following. 
The free monoid generated by a finite alphabet X is denoted by X*. In the sequel 
we always assume that X = (x, , . . . , x,,J, where m 3 1. The length of a word w is 
denoted by 1 WI. The semiring of formal power series with noncommuting variables 
in X and coefficients in a semiring A is denoted by A{(X)). If r is a power series 
in A{(X)), we use the notations 
r= 1 (r5 w)w and r,= 1 (r, w)w 
WEX* IbVl=ll 
where n 2 0. The series r, is the homogeneous part of r of degree n. The characteristic 
series of a language LG X* is defined by 
L= c w. 
WE L 
The subsemiring of A(( polynomials is &noted by ). The 
subsemiring of A{(X)) -rational (resp, A-algebraic) series is 
denoted by A”‘{(X)) (resp. A”‘B((X))). ?‘he semiring of formal power series (resp. 
oefficients in a semiring A is 
A[ Xl). If A is a field, the quotient field of A[X] is 
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In the sequel we always assume that A is a subring of the field of real numbers. 
The following definition is due to Berstel and Reutenauer (see [2]). 
Definition 2.1. Suppose P E A((X)). The generalized zeta! function Z(r) of r is defined 
bY 
Z(r)=exp(~,~dcA)- 
The zeta function l(r) of r is defined by 
If L c X* is a language, the generalized zeta function Z(L) of L is defined by 
Z(L)=Z(&). 
Analoguously, the zeta 
S(L) = E(L)* 
function J(L) of L is defined by 
Clearly, if Qn is the number of words of length n in L, then 
W)=exp ( ) C an: . nzl 
If 8 : R{(X)) + lR[[ t]] (resp. 8 : R[[X]] + R[[ t]]) is the morphism which maps every 
letter of X to t, then 
5(r) = WW) (1) 
(resp. l(r) = 6(Z( r)) and C(L) = O(Z( L))). 
Suppose f( x, , . . . , x,) is a real-valued function defined in a neighborhood of the 
origin. By definition, f is an algebraic function if there exists a nonzero polynomial 
P(x , ,..., x,,y)dR[x ,,.., x,,,,y] such that 
holds in a neighborhood of the origin. The function f is rational if there exists a 
polynomial P such that (2) holds and the degree of P in y is 1. Consequently, f is 
rational if and only if there exist polynomials R( x, , . . . , x, ), S( x1, . . . , x,) E 
Rb ,,...,x,,,] such that S#Oand 
(X,,...,Xm)f(X,,***rX,)=O (3) 
holds in a neighborhood of the origin. If r E R )1 and Z(r) is a rational function, 
it can be assumed without loss of generality 
nition, the function is semirational i 
X,)k is 
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Berstel and Reutenauer give examples of regular languages which have, respec- 
tively, rational, semirational and nonalgebraic zeta functions. 
A language L is called cyclic if for sny words u, v and integer n 2 1, the folkwing 
conditions hold: 
uv E L if and only if vu E L, 
w E L if and only if wn E L. 
xample 2.2. Denote r = (a”)’ = Cn3, akn, where k 2 1 is an integer. Then &(r)k = 
exp(C,,, (k/ kn)?“‘) = exp( -log( I- t”)) = ( i - tk)-‘. Tnerefore l(r) = (1 - tk)-‘lk. 
xample 2.3. Berstel and Reutenauer show that the trace of a finite automaton has 
a rational generalized zeta function (see [2]). This implies that a Q-linear combina- 
tion of traces of finite automata has a semirational generalized zeta function. 
Language-theoretic applications of zeta functions strongly motivate the study of 
cyclic languages. In the rest of this section we give examples of zeta functions of 
cyclic languages. We need the following lemma. 
mma 2.4. Suppose f(t) = 1 +I_, cnt” E Z[[t]] converges in a neighborhood of the 
origin. Then there are an alphabet Y, a nonnegative integer b and a cyclic language 
Lc, Y’ such that 
f(t) =5W(1- bt). 
roof. Choose the sequence (an) (n 2 1) of integers uch that 
1 
f( 0 = ), (I_ pp l 
The convergence of the series C,, =, cnt” implies that there exists an integer b 3 2 
such that Iani s k,” for every n 2 1. Choose an alphabet 2 such that for each n 2 1, 
2” has Pn primitive Lyndon words and Pn 3 k," . NOW define ‘yn = an f Pn. Clearly 
for an integer k,, 0 c ‘y,, s kr for each n a 1. Therefore there are an alphabet Y and 
a cyclic language L such that C(L) = fl,,, (1 - t”)-“m (see [2, Proposition 11). Because 
~(Z’)=~,,,(l-tn)-B~~=(l-card(Z)t)-l we have f(t) = l( L)( 1 -card(Z) t), 
which proves the claim. q 
ecause the power series expansion of the function $(t) = (1+4t)“* 
as integer coefficients, Lemma 2.4 implies the existence of a cyclic language L1 
‘rational but is not ational. A mo 
bet of four letters. In t, l(L,)=(l-4t)-“*. 
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.6. Denote f(t)= t+(1+4t)“‘. Clearly f(t) belongs to 
algebraic but not semirational. Therefore Lemma 2.4 implies the existence of a cyclic 
language L3 such that l( L3) is algebraic but not semirational. 
Example 2.7. Denote f( t ) = 1 + c, Z, t”!. By a well known result of LiouvilleJ( l/IO) 
is transcendental (see [6, p. 4771). Therefore f(t) is not an algebraic function over 
U3 and Lemma 2.4 implies the existence of a cyclic language L4 such that l(L4) is 
not algebraic. 
3. Basic results about semirationality 
Suppose r E R{(X)). The semirationality of Z(r) implies the existence of a positive 
integer k such that Z(r)’ is rational. Because Z( r)k = Z( kr), the semirationality of 
Z(r) implies that an integral multiple of r has a rational generalized zeta function. 
Suppose r = C U,X” E R[[x]]. It is well known that l(r) is rational if and only if 
there are integers ai and complex numbers hi such that 
(see [2] or [7]). Consequently, c(r) is semirational if and only if there are rational 
numbers ai and complex numbers Ai such that (4) holds. 
The following lemma is from [SJ. For the convenience of the reader we give a 
short proof. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose A c R is a ring and r E A((X)). If there exist polynomials 
P(x I,*-*, &I), O(~,,==*, SC,,,) ER[X] such that 
holds in Q neighborhood of the origin, then there exist polynomials P&x,, . . . , x,,,), 
Q( 1 x1, . . . , x,,,)E A[X] such that 
P,(x &a) I,-**, 
z(r) = 0,(x,, . . . , x,,,) 
and Q&O ,..., O)#O. 
roof. Denote by B the field of fractions of . The equation 
Q( x12,..., 
implies that exp(C,,,( I/n)c( r#‘) belongs to 
the of n z is equal to the or 
of a exP(C,,, (ll~M 
is follows because 
][[z]] it follows that 
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exp(C,,, (l/n)c(t,)z”) belongs to B[X]“‘[[z]]. Therefore 
~,(X,,~.., xm,z), Q1(x,,...,XmrZ)EBExl,...,x,,zland 
&(X Ir*.=,Xnorz) 
1+S(z)+Ql(xl,..*,x,,z) 
there exist polynomials 
S(Z)E B[z] such that 
and S(0) = 0 and, furthermore, Q,(O, . . . , 0, z) = 0 for each z G B. Now choose z0 E B, 
zo f 0 such that S(zJ # -1 and replace each xi by XizO’ and 2 by zO. 
The following theorem is a basic result about rational generalized zeta functions. 
Theorem 3.2, Suppose A s IF3 is a ring, r E At(X)) and Z(r) is a rational function. ‘Ihen 
there exist polynomials P(x,, . . . , x,), 0(x1,. . . ,x,,&, R(x,, . . . , x,,,), S(x,, . . . ,x,,,) 
in A[X] such that 
Z(r) = P(x 
I,-•,x?n) R(x w**,xm! 
Q( 
and c(r) = 
x1, l -•,x??l) S(x, ,-,xnt) 
ancl, furthermore, Q(0,. . . ,O) # 0 and S(0,. . . ,0) # 0. If, in addition, A = 
Z(r) and c(r) belong to 
Pmof. The first and most essential claim 
For the others see [S]. 13 
Theorem 3.2 implies the corresponding 
concerning Z(r) follows by Lemma 3.1. 
result about semirationality. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose A E is a ring, r E At(X)) and Z(r) is semirational. ‘Ihen there 
exist a positive integer k and polynomials P(x,, . . . ,x,,,), Q(x,, =. . ,x,,,), 
Nx w-,x?d, Sfxlr**-, xm) in A[X] such that 
Z(r) = m i,...,Xm) lik 
Q( x1, . . ..x.) > 
c(r) = R(x I,.=-,Xm) 
’ WX I,.--,&) 
and, furthermore, Q(0, . . . , 0) # 0 and S(0, . . . , 0) # 0. 1J in addition, A = 
QW ,..., O)=S(O j..., O)=l. 
f. The semirationality of Z(r) implies the existence of a positive integer k such 
that Z(# = Z( kr) is rationa). Iz1 
The corresponding result for zeta functions can be deduced from Theorem 3.3 
by w. 
conclude this section by showing the connection between algebraic generalized 
zeta functions and s tice that if r E BB((X)) is commutatively rational, 
i.e., c(r) belongs to ) can be regarded as a real-valued function 
of 
Suppose r E )) is c~mm~tati 
function if and on if Z( r) is semirational. 
-ration 
Proof. Suppose Z(r) is an al cbraic function. Denote f(x, b . . . ) xm) = 
). Because eJ is an al braic function the exist 
X] such that 
( Pk ;C 0) holds in a neighborhood ofthe ori 
small as possible. Then I$ f 0. 
PO,. . . 9 Pk such that k is as 
Now replace in (5) each xi by xit where z is a new variable. Denote 
&(x, ,..., x,,t)=Pj(x,Z ,..., x,z) (1SiSk) and Ig(x I,*.*,&,~~= 
, (l/n)c( r&t Hence 
R0+R,e8+*.+Rkekg=0 
for sufficiently small values of the variabtes. This implies 
kRoRk z) ekg. 
Because r is commutatively rational there exist polynomials U,, &E 
that c(r) = ( UJ U,) + (r, E) a& L&(0,. . , 0) SC 0. Therefore 
Denote 
= R&x,, . . . ,x,,,, z)z 
aRh ). . . j xm, 2) 
az 
+iR&,, . . .,x,,,, z)Ri(x,,. . l ,x,,,, z)U&c,z,. . . ,x,z) (1~ is 
Equation (6) implies that 
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holds for sufficiently small values of the variables. The definition of Si implies 
S,(x,t,. . . , x J, 1) = Si(X,, . . . , x ,,,, z) for all values of x,, . . . , x,,,, z. Therefore (7) 
implies that 
SAX, 9 . . . . . Y ,,,, l)+S(x ,,...,_ Y ,,,, l)e’+e. a+&(~ ,,..., x,,,, IjP”‘=Q 
holds sufficiently near the origin. By the choice of k, each Si(x,, . . . , x,,,, 1) is 
identically zero. Hence Sk( x, , . . . , x,,,, z) is identically zero and 
in a neighborhood of tue origin. 
Now regard R, and RI, as elements of Iw[ X][z] and denote 
R,, = R& + l l l + R(,,,+ J’+” 
and 
Rk = Rk,,z’ f l . 9 + Rka, + $+” 
of R[X]. 
it&’ = 0. 
where s, s’, l, I’ 2 0 and Ro.,, R,,,+tsr Rk,,, R&,, + Iq are nonzero elements 
Suppose first that s, t 2 1. Then (8) implies that fRO,,zs RA,,z’-’ - sRo,,zs-’ 
Hence s = t if s, t 3 1. Suppose then that s a 1 and t = 0. Then (8) implies 
-sRk.,Ro,\z ’ -’ = 0 which is not possible. Therefore necessarily s = l. 
Now denote V={(x, ,..., x,,,z)~lW”+‘~R~(x ,,..., x,,z)=O or &(x ,,..., 
.G,, z) = 0 or Ro.,(x,, . . . , x,)=Oor Rkw,(x ,,..., x,,, ) = 0). Equation (8) implies that 
03) 
holds sufficiently near the origin in the complement of V. Therefore there is a 
real-valued function cu( x, , . . . , x,,,) such that 
log(R,,+* l l + Rn,+,+log~R ,,,, +. l +-l?,,.r+rd~ekg 
= 4% , l ’ l , .u,, I- (9) 
Next fix!x,,..., x,,,) sufficiently near the origin such that RO.Jx,, . . . , x,,,) # 0 and 
R& I, . . . , x,,,) f 0. Clearly, the*- mpa AF ~;*a1 ’ - I b am b 0111~ IIIW~I) lllany Z SUCI Ljthn,L uhab \A I q.*.g &* Z)E 
ches to zero, (9) therefore implies by continuity that 
R,,_,I = a(-~, , l 9 . , x,,,). 
ence by (9) 
RoJR~., +* l + Rr,,+,2’) 6” = Rk.,(R,,., + l l l + RI.p+,~~“) (10) 
holds in a neighbor ood of the origin with the exception of the points in K However, 
by continuity (10) holds also in these exceptional points. Now (10) implies 
A.,(Ro,, +. l l + I&+,+ 
ction. (In fact, by , it also belongs 
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)) is commutatively R-rational. Then J(r) is an algebraic 
function if and only if J(r) is semirational. 
Proof. The claim follows from Theorem 3.4 by (1) because O(r) is commutatively 
R-rational. Cl 
4. Decldability 
It was shown in [S] that it is decidable whether or not the generalized zeta function 
of a Q-algebraic series is rational. It turns out that a similar approach works also 
in the case of semirationality. As a consequence we obtain a method to decide 
whether or not the generalized zeta function of a U&rational series is an al 
function. 
We quote 
Lemma 4.1. 
the following lemma from [S]. 
Suppose that r E CB(( X)), 
\ JYXl, * l l 9 x,) 
(11) 
c(r)= 
JW b-•*,Gn) 
Sb &I) 
+(r, E), (12) 
1,*=-r 
where P(x,, . . . J,,,), Q(x,, . . ,x,,,), R(x,, . . . ,x,,,), S(x,, . . . ,x,,,) belong to Q[X]. 
Furthermore, suppose that in (11) and (12) the numerator and the denominator do 
not have a nontrivial common factor in 
Pb ,, . . . ,x,,,) or Q(x,, . . .,x,,,) divides 
S(x l , . . . , x,,, ) does not have multiple factors. 
Given a series r E aS((X)) we say that Z(r) can be computed effectively if an integer 
k 2 1 and polynomials P(x,, . . . , x,,,), Q(x, . . . , x,,, j in QiX] such that 
Z(r) = 
P(x l,...,X,) “& 
62(x,,-.=,JLI > 
can be effectively found. 
-algebraic series r E 
Z(r) is semirational 
cr or not 
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with the assumption that r is cornmutatively Q-.- _ rgtional. In that case the decision 
procedure cf Kuich and Salomaa effectively gives polynomials R(x, , . . . , x,), 
ax 
c(r) = 
R(x Ir***,Xm) 
S(-b...,&I) 
w, 4 
and S(0, . . . , 0) = 1. Without loss of generality we suppose that R(x,, . . . , x,,,) and 
S(x , , . . . , x,,,) do not have a nontrivial common factor in Q[ X]. 
Let S(x, , . . . , x,) = S,(x,, . . . , x,,,). . .S,(x,, . . . , x,,,) be the factorization of 
S(x 1, . . . , x,,,) into irreducible polynomials in Q[ X]. We assume that Si(O, . . . , 0) = 1 
for 1 s i s 9. This factorization can be obtained effectively. Lemma 4.1 implies that 
Z(t) is not semirational if S(x, , . . . , x,) has a multiple factor. Assume that 
8,(x- , ,... ~x,)#S,,(x, ,... ,x,) if i,#i2. If Z(P) is semirational, by Lemma 4.1 
there exist integers k 2 1 and e,, . . . , eq such that 
Z(# = S,(x,, . . . , XJI.. .S,(x,, . . . , x,)? (13) 
Conversely, if (13) holds for an integer k 2 1 and integers e,, . . . , eu then Z(r) is 
semirational. 
Now, if (13) holds then 
1 
k F, ; c(r,)z” = 2 e, log S,(x,z,. . . , x,,,z) 
-_ I=1 
and hence 
k 1 c(~,))z”-~’ = ‘Y e 1 dS,(x,z, . . . , XJ) 
na, iz, ‘Si(X,t, l . . ,X&i?) a2 l 
(14) 
Conversely, ( 14) implies (13) because both I,_, (l/n)c(r,)z” and 
I:;, e, log S,(s,z, . . . , XJ) vanish if z = 0. Therefore ( 13) holds if and only if 
k R(x,z,. . . , x,,,z) 4 * aS,(x,z,. . ., X,Z) 
WI ;-9, . . .,x,z) =,-_l e8s,(x,z,.:.,x,z) c az ’ 
Denote 
s,*(x, 9 l . . J”,) = r”l S,(x,, . . . ,x,,). 
l-l 
131 
Equation ( 15) is equivalent o 
R(x, - , x,,,z) = i j-g< x,z, . . . , x,,,z)z 
aS,(x,z,. .., X,Z) 
a., . . . 
9 
I-I az 
(15) 
(16) 
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system it can be decide whether or not t ere are rational numbers f; such that (16) 
holds. If the system does not have a solution, Z(r) is not semirational. If such 
rational numbers J are found, Z( I=) is semirational and integers e,, . . . , eq and k 
satisfying ( 13) are effectively found. Cl 
or011 .3. Given a -algebraic series r E “‘Y(X)) it is decidable whether or not 
C(r) is semiratidnal. If c(r) is semirational it can be computed eflectively. 
roof. Let 6:X* + {t)* be the morphism which maps every letter of X to t. By the 
closure properties of algebraic series, 6(r) belongs to Qalg(( t)). The claim follows by 
Theorem 4.2 because l(r) = Z( 6( r)). Cl 
Given a series r E Qril’(( X)) it is decidable whether or not Z( r) ( wsp. 
J(r)) is an algebraic function. If Z( r) ( resp. &( r)) is an algebraic function it can be 
rompu ted eflect ively. 
Prooff. The claim follows by Theorem 3.4 (resp. Corollary 3.5) and Theorem 4.2 
(resp. Corollary 4.3). c1 
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